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Rbstract

This review provides valuable information about the general characteristics, processing conditions and physical 
properties of carbon nanotube buckypaper (BP) and its polymer composites. Vacuum filtration is the most common 
technique used for manufacturing BP, since the carbon nanotubes are dispersed in aqueous solution with the aid of 
surfactant. Previous works have reported that mechanical properties of BP prepared by vacuum filtration technique 
are relatively weak. On the other hand, the incorporation of polymer materials in those nanostructures revealed a 
significant improvement in their mechanical behavior, since the impregnation between matrix and BP is optimized. 
Electrical conductivity of BP/polymer composites can reach values as high as 2000 S/m, which are several orders of 
magnitude greater than traditional CNT/polymer composites. Also, BP can improve remarkably the thermal stability 
of polymer matrices, opening new perspectives to use this material in fire retardant applications.
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1. Introduction to CNTs

Since the Discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in 1991 by 
Iijima, CNTs have attracted a great deal of interest due to their 
superior mechanical, electrical and thermal properties, which 
makes them an ideal candidate of nanofiller in preparation 
of polymer nanostructured composites[1-4]. The possibility 
of obtaining advanced composites with multifunctional 
properties has attracted the efforts of researches in both 
industry and academia. Industry assumes their potential 
applications such as nanoelectronics devices and ultra-light 
structural materials. Since the first report of synthesis of 
polymer nanostructured composites by Ajayan in 1994[5], 
the number of research articles related to CNTs reinforced 
polymer composites has increased exponentially, with more 
than 2000 publications in 2010[6]. On the other hand, one 
of the limitations for industrial application of CNTs is their 
high price in relation to polymer value. This barrier can be 
overcome when CNTs provide significant improvement 

in properties of high performance polymers for high-end 
applications[7-9].

A carbon nanotube can be defined as cylinders composed 
of rolled-up graphite planes with diameters in nanometer 
scale. Although similar in chemical composition to 
graphite, CNTs are highly isotropic, and it is this topology 
that distinguishes nanotubes from other carbon structures 
and gives them their unique properties. Also, they are one 
dimensional carbon material which have an aspect ratio 
greater than 100[3,10-12]. There are basically two main kinds 
of CNTs: single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) and 
multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) as illustrated in 
Figure 1. The first one consists of a single graphene layer 
rolled up into a seamless cylinder, and its diameter is around 
0.5-1.5 nm[14]. On the other hand, MWCNTs is defined by 
two or more concentric cylindrical shells of graphene sheets 
coaxially arranged around a central hollow core with van 
der Waals forces between adjacent layers[15].

Figure 1. Schematic representation of single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and multi walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT)[13].
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 2. Properties of CNTs

The physical properties of CNTs are compared to other 
carbon materials such as graphite, diamond and fullerene in 
Table 1. According to the literature[3,16,17] quantum mechanics 
calculations can predict remarkable mechanical properties 
for SWCNTs. Theoretical and experimental results have 
demonstrated unusual mechanical properties of SWCNTs 
with Young’s modulus as high as 1TPa and tensile strength 
of 150-180 GPa. Byrne and Gun’ko[18] reported in their work 
that measured Young’s moduli for individual MWCNTs of 
between 0.27-0.95 TPa and strengths in the 11-63 GPa range. 
These make CNTs the strongest and stiffest materials on earth.

Adding carbon fillers to polymers in order to improve 
mechanical properties and decrease weight is not a novel 
idea. Carbon black has been utilized to reinforce rubber and 
plastics[19,20]. Also, carbon fibers composites are very popular 
materials that have been used in airplanes, cars, bicycles, 
etc[21]. However, the great potential of CNTs makes them 
crucial materials to obtain new nanostructured products 
with remarkable mechanical features. For example, sports 
equipment, such as tennis racquets containing CNTs, have 
been produced and marketed. With CNTs becoming easier 
to produce and cheaper to buy, the CNT industry could 
potentially overtake that of the carbon fiber industry and 
become one of the major additives for polymer-composite 
fabrication[18,22,23].

Similar to mechanical properties, electrical conductivity 
of CNTs are quite varied, probably due to varying levels of 
defects as well as an unknown distribution of chiralities. 
According to previous works[15], MWCNTs show both a 
metallic and semiconducting behaviors, with conductivities 
raging from 2 X 107 to 8 X 105 S/m. In addition, the electrical 
conductivity of SWCNTs can be calculated as about 
5 X 107 S/m. An interesting electrical application of CNTs 
is their ability to work as field emitters. Field emission is a 
property by which a material can be induced to eject electrons 
simply by putting a voltage difference between it and an 
object. Carbon nanotubes are excellent field emitters because 
of their highly anisotropic nature and their small diameter.

Thermal conductivity is another property of CNTs that 
has been attracting great attention by several researches. 
Theory predicts that MWCNTs presents thermal conductivity 
as high as 3000 W/mK at room temperature, which is 
higher than that found for cooper (385 W/mK)[10,12,15,18]. 
On the other hand, experimental studies[24,25] found thermal 
conductivity at room temperature to be significantly lower, 
300 W/m K, for a single MWCNT. Simulations reveal that 
thermal conductivity should depend on nanotube length, 
increasing as nanotubes become longer. Also, obtaining 
measurements of this property is very difficult, since the 
simulations suggest nanotubes can interact with a substrate 
causing a reduction in the thermal conductivity[10,15].

3. Dispersion of CNTs

The successful utilization of CNTs in composite applications 
depends on their homogenous dispersion throughout the 
polymer matrix. After several years of research, the full 
potential of CNTs as reinforcements has been limited due to 
the issues associated with dispersion of entangled CNT during 
processing and poor interfacial interaction between nanofillers 
and polymer matrix[26-29]. Carbon nanotubes have a tendency 
to form agglomerates during synthesis because of van der 
Waals attraction between nanotubes, leading in most cases 
to the formation of large agglomerates in polymer matrices, 
as can be seen in Figure 2. It has been proved that these 
bundles and agglomerates result in diminished mechanical, 
thermal and electrical properties of composites as compared 
with theoretical predictions related to individual CNTs[31-33]. 
Also, the processability of CNT-based composites, especially 
with thermoplastic matrix is not an easy task, since the 
high aspect ratio (>1000) is responsible for a substantial 
increase in viscosity of polymer, thus affecting its dispersion 
process. Such a behavior has been considered as one of 
the great challenges in obtaining CNT reinforced polymer 
composites, because its use is generally limited to levels 
lower than 5%vol in the polymer matrix[12,30].

Ultrasonication is a technique that consists in applying 
ultrasound energy to agitate particles in a solution. It is the 
most frequently used method for nanoparticle dispersion. 
The equipment called sonicator (Figure 3) produces shock 
waves that promotes “peeling off” of individual nanoparticles 
located at the outer part of the nanoparticle bundles, or 
agglomerates, and thus results in the separation of individualized 
nanoparticles from the bundles[10]. This technique has been 
employed to disperse CNTs in liquids with low viscosity, 
such as water, ethanol and acetone.

However, the sonication treatment plays a crucial role 
during the dispersion process. If it is aggressive and/or too 
long, CNTs can be easily damaged, especially when a probe 
sonicator is employed. The localized damage to nanotubes 
deteriorates both electrical and mechanical properties of 
the CNT reinforced polymer composites[35-37].

Table 1. Physical properties of different carbon nanotubes[10].
Property SWCNT MWCNT

Density (g/cm3) 0.8 1.8
Electrical conductivity (S/cm) 102-106 103-105

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 6000 2000
Thermal stability in air (˚C) >600 >600

Figure 2. SEM images from fractured surfaces of phenolic resin/
CNT composites[30].
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4. Functionalization of CNTs

In the last decade the chemical modification of CNTs has 
been the focus on intense research in the scientific community. 
As previously mentioned in this work, CNTs exist in clusters 
due to van der Waals interactions that make difficult their 
dispersion in polymer matrix. Therefore, a major challenge 
in the development of nanostructured polymer composites 
is to obtain a satisfactory dispersion of the filler in the 
polymer matrix in order to maximize the properties of the 
final product. Also, the functionalization process appears 
to prevent agglomeration of the CNT, improving the 
interfacial adhesion between polymer and reinforcement. 
Basically, the functionalization process can be divided in 
two groups: covalent and non-covalent functionalization, 
which is described below. Table 2 provides advantages and 
disadvantages of functionalization techniques.

4.1 Covalent functionalization

Covalent functionalization of CNTs can be achieved by 
either direct addition reactions of reagents to the sidewalls 
of nanotubes or modification of appropriate surface-bound 
functional groups on the nanotubes[29,38]. The most common 
method employed to functionalize CNTs covalently is nanotube 

oxidation, which results in the formation of carboxylic acid 
groups (-COOH) on the surface of the nanotubes. During the 
process, CNTs are refluxed with a mixture of inorganic acids 
(H2SO4/HNO3), sometimes with the application of high 
power sonication. This functionalization provides stables 
dispersions of CNTs in a range of polar solvents, including 
water[38-41]. The functionalization reaction is exemplified 
in Figure 4.

However, there are some issues during the covalent 
functionalization that have been reported. The employment 
of concentrated inorganic acids combined with high power 
sonication is responsible for creating a large number of defects 
on the CNTs sidewalls, and in some extreme cases, CNTs 
are fragmented into smaller pieces. These damaging effects 
can result in severe degradation of mechanical, electrical 
and thermal properties of CNTs[10,12].

4.2 Non-covalent functionalization

Non-covalent functionalization is an alternative method 
for improving the interfacial properties of nanotubes. Also, 
the process normally involves van der Waals, π-π or CH-π 
interactions between polymer molecules and CNT surface[42-44]. 
The two major approaches for non-covalent functionalization 
is polymer wrapping and surfactant-assisted dispersion.

A typical non-covalent functionalization is known 
as polymer wrapping. In this case, the suspension of 
CNTs in the presence of polymers, such as polystyrene[45] 
or poly(ether-imide)[46], lead to the wrapping of polymer 
around the CNTs to form supermolecular complexes of 
CNTs. The polymer wrapping process is achieved through 
the van der Waals interactions and π–π stacking between 
CNTs and polymer chains containing aromatic rings.

Surfactant-assisted dispersion consists to transfer CNTs 
to aqueous phase with the aid of surface-active molecules 
such as sodium dodecyl-sulfate (SDS) or polyoxyethylene 

Figure 3. Sonication tip dispersing carbon nanotubes in aqueous 
solution[34].

Table 2. Characteristics of different CNT functionalization techniques[10].

Functionalization Damage to CNTs Interaction with 
polymer

Re-agglomeration of 
CNTs in matrix

Covalent Incorporation of functional groups Yes Strong Yes
Non-covalent Polymer wrapping No Variable No

Surfactant adsorption No Weak No

Figure 4. Covalent functionalization reaction of carbon 
nanotubes[41].
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octyl phenyl ether (Triton X-100). The physical adsorption 
of surfactant on the nanotubes surface reduces the surface 
tension of CNTs, effectively preventing the formation of 
aggregates. Also, the presence of an aromatic group in the 
surfactant molecule allows for π–π stacking interactions 
with the graphitic sidewalls of the nanotubes, which results 
in their effective coating and dispersion[47,48].

The advantage of using non-covalent functionalization 
is that it does not alter the structure of the nanotubes and, 
therefore, both electrical and mechanical properties remain 
unchanged. However, the efficiency of the load transfer might 
decrease since the forces between the wrapping molecules 
and the nanotube surface might be relatively weak[10,18,39,44].

5. CNT buckypaper reinforced polymer composites

Polymer composites, consisting of additives and 
polymer matrices, including thermoplastics, thermosets 
and elastomers, are considered to be an important group 
of relatively inexpensive materials for many engineering 
applications. As effective nanoscale reinforcement, CNTs have 
attracted great interests in the field of polymer composites. 
These nanomaterials displays good mechanical properties, 
excellent electrical and thermal conductivities, which are 
considered remarkable attributes for many applications 
in several fields of industry. However, as previously 
discussed in this work, their low solubility in common 
solvents, strong agglomerating tendency and high viscosity 
of CNT/polymer mixtures caused a poor dispersion and 
limited their practical applications. In order to solve this 
issues, CNT sheets, also known as buckypapers (BPs) have 
been employed to development of polymer nanostructured 
composites. BPs can be defined as a free-standing porous 
mats of entangled CNT ropes cohesively bounded by van 
der Waals interactions[49-52]. Consequently, this material is 
used in diverse applications such as artificial muscles[53], 
electrodes[54], field-emission[55], fire shields[56], and for water 
purification[57]. Also, BPs can be used to prepare polymer 
composites with uniform tube dispersion, controlled 
nanostructure and high CNT loading (up to 60 wt%)[58].

The most common technique used for manufacturing 
BPs is vacuum filtration. The procedure involves 
basically three steps. Firstly, a small amount of CNTs is 
ultrasonically dispersed in a solvent with the assistance of 
a surfactant. The most common solvents used to prepare 
BPs with good quality are N-Methylpyrrolidone (NMP) 
and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)[59]. However, using an 
appropriate surfactant in water can be cheaper than using DMF 
and NMP, which also exhibit the disadvantage of high boiling 
points. Sodium dodecyl-sulfate (SDS) and polyoxyethylene 
octyl phenyl ether (Triton X-100) have been employed as 
water based surfactants for manufacturing BPs by several 
researches[60,61]. On the second step, a vacuum-assisted 
filtration of a homogeneously dispersed CNT solution is 
carried out, using a polytetrafluoroethylene or nylon filter 
with submicron-sized pores. Finally, CNTs are deposited on 
the filter surface and form a thin membrane (buckypaper) that 
can be removed from the filter after drying. Figure 5 shows 
the buckypaper obtained by vacuum filtration technique.

The major differences between conventional CNT/polymer 
composites and those incorporating BPs are the carbon 
content, the bundle distribution and the manufacturing 
process. Dispersed CNT reinforced composites are usually 
prepared by melt-mixing[62], mixing solution[63] or in situ 
polymerization[64]. Also, their carbon content is generally 
lower than 5 wt.% and the nanotube bundles are dispersed 
through the matrix without forming a network. On the other 
hand, BP composites are manufactured by techniques such as 
hot-compression[65], electro-spinning[66], and intercalation[67]. 
These materials usually have carbon content higher than 
30 wt.% resulting in a network, which acts as a skeleton. 
Also, higher mechanical, electrical and thermal properties 
of the composites could be expected, as a result of better 
transfer of stress, electrons and phonons of the CNT networks.

5.1 Properties of BP/polymer composites

The properties of buckypaper and its polymer composites 
have been attracted great attention of academic community. 
Wide variations are reported in the properties, especially 
mechanical properties of BP/polymer composites. The mechanical 

Figure 5. Representation of MWCNT buckypaper and its microstructure observed by SEM[61].
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properties of BPs prepared by vacuum filtration technique 
are relatively weak, leading to a Young’s modulus and a 
tensile strength of 0.2-2 GPa and 2-33 MPa, respectively[68-72]. 
However, when polymer matrices are incorporated into 
BPs these properties display a significant improvement. 
Han et al.[73] in a study of BP/polyurethane composites 
reported that both Young’s modulus and tensile strength 
increase dramatically by 340% and 960%, respectively, as 
MWCNT loading reach 46 vol%. These improvements were 
compared to neat BPs prepared by the authors. Similar results 
were found by Pham et al.[58] in a study of BP/polycarbonate 
composites, since the Young modulus and tensile strength 
increased by about 120 and 200%, respectively. Also, the 
mechanical properties of BP/polymer composites can be 
highly influenced by the processing technique employed 
during the consolidation of the material. Ashrafi et al.[74] 
compared the correlation between Young’s modulus and 
impregnation quality of SWCNT BP/epoxy composites. 
They found Young’s modulus as high as 11.4 GPa when 
vacuum technique was employed, whereas for hot-press 
composites this value was 3.5 GPa. This behavior can be 
attributed to a higher quality of impregnation as well as a 
higher content (40-45 wt.%) of CNT than other buckypaper 
composites reported in the literature. In addition the Young’s 
modulus of BP/polymer composites is measured by dynamic 
mechanical analysis. Díez-Pascual et al.[75] found values 
of E at room temperature as high as 2.2 and 3.7 GPa for 
BP/PPS and BP/PEEK, respectively, which means an 
improvement by 38 and 32% compared to neat matrices.

As previously discussed in this work, CNTs possess 
high values of electrical conductivity. Materials with 
electrical conductivities higher than 10-8 S/cm are required 
for electrostatic dissipation, while for electrostatic painting 
and EMI shielding applications, conductivities greater than 
10-6 to 10-1 S/cm, respectively are required[76-78].

The measured electrical conductivities of traditional 
CNT/polymer composites typically ranged from 10-5 to 10-3 S/cm 
above the percolation threshold[76-82]. The incorporation of CNTs 
within a polymer is responsible for creating a CNT network, 
which allows a transition behavior from a semi-conductive 
or conductive material. This transition is a phenomenon 
known as electrical percolation threshold, when conductive 
pathways are formed at a critical filler concentration in 
an insulating polymeric matrix. While further increase in 
CNT content above the percolation threshold can enhance 
marginally the electrical conductivity of composites, the 
solution viscosity becomes too high to produce void-free 
composites when the CNT content is higher than 1.0 wt.%. 
The incorporation of buckypapers into polymer matrices 
offers an attractive route to minimize aforementioned issues. 
As studied by several researches the electrical conductivity 
of BPs prepared by vacuum filtration process is in the range 
of 50-6000 S/m[58,59,75,83]. In a recent work Han et al.[83] 
measured electrical conductivity of BP/epoxy composites as 
high as 2000 S/m. This value is several orders of magnitude 
higher than the conductivity of conventional CNT/epoxy 
composites, which due to their preparation method possess 
a low content of CNTs. This result opens new perspectives 
in the field of semi conductive materials.

Carbon nanotubes are excellent thermal conductors but 
their use as fillers in polymeric matrices have not reached 

the kind of highly thermal conductive composites that one 
might expect. However, since polymers are usually poor 
thermal conductors, with thermal conductivity on the order 
of 0.1 W/mK, the incorporation of carbon nanotubes still 
offers significant thermal-conductivity improvements in 
the resulting CNT/polymer composites[84-87]. According to 
previous works[88], thermal conductivity of epoxy-based 
composites reinforced with 1.0 vol.% of MWCNTs 
increased by more than 100% reaching a value around 
0.5 W/mK. Díez-Pascual et al.[89] reported similar results 
for 1.0 wt.% SWCNT/PEEK composites. They found 
a value around 0.6 W/mK, which means an increase of 
150% compared to neat polymer matrix.

Since in buckypapers and buckypaper-based composites, 
CNTs can form dense networks, a high thermal conductivity 
is expected. Gonnet and collaborators[90] found a value 
around 18 and 42 W/mK for the aligned and the random 
SWCNTs buckypaper. These values are much lower than 
the theoretical thermal conductivity predicted for SWCNTs 
and MWCNTs (6000 and 3000 W/mK, respectively). 
This difference can be attributed to the high thermal resistance 
at nanotube/nanotube junctions[91].

Thermal conductivity of BP/polymer composites has 
presented similar results to conventional CNT-based composites. 
Charpategui et al.[92] prepared BP/epoxy composites where 
the CNTs concentration was in the range of 35-60 wt.%. 
The result revealed a thermal conductivity of 0.43 W/mK, 
which is very close to that reported in traditional CNT/epoxy 
composites[88]. This behavior can be attributed to the small 
thermal conductance of the nanotube-polymer interface, the 
high interfacial thermal resistance between CNTs and, by a 
reduction of the number of contact points between CNTs[88-92], 
which limit considerably the heat transfer.

Several studies have reported that only small addition 
of CNTs into polymers can improve the thermal stability 
of composites significantly, resulting in large increase of 
thermal decomposition temperatures by about 5-15 °C[93-96]. 
According to literature[97] PPS-based composites reinforced 
with 5.0 wt.% of MWCNTs increased thermal decomposition 
temperature by about 14˚C compared to neat PPS. 
Díez-Pascual et al.[98] found similar results for SWCNT 
reinforced PEEK composites at 1.0 wt.% loading.

Since BP-based composites can be produced with uniform 
tube dispersion and high CNTs content (up to 60 wt.%), the 
improvement in thermal decomposition properties should 
be higher to those presented in conventional CNT/polymer 
composites. Previously Díez-Pascual et al.[99] have manufactured 
SWCNT BP reinforced PPS and PEEK laminates with a 
CNT loading of 25%, using hot-press technique. The results 
revealed an increase of 62 and 45 °C for BP/PPS and 
BP/PEEK composites, respectively. This exceptional 
enhancement can be explained by different factors: Firstly, the 
good impregnation between both matrices and buckypaper 
improves the interfacial adhesion between them, thus the 
SWCNT can effectively act as protective barriers to prevent 
the transport of volatile decomposed products out of BP-based 
composites during thermal degradation process, resulting 
in the enhancement of the thermal stability of both polymer 
matrices. Also, thermal interfacial resistance between the 
CNTs and the polymer decrease in the presence of chemical 
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bonding, resulting to an enhancement of the thermal 
conductivity, making easy the heat dissipation within the 
composite. Since CNT concentration is high the barrier effect 
becomes stronger and the thermal conductivity rises, leading 
in higher degradation temperatures[93,99]. Analogous stability 
effects have been reported in the literature for BP/polyimide[91] 
and BP/epoxy[56] composites.

6. Conclusions

This review provides a comprehensive overview of the 
research in carbon nanotube reinforced polymer composites. 
The main challenge is the development of methods to 
improve the nanofiller dispersion within the matrix in order 
to enhance mechanical, electrical and thermal properties 
of the resulting composites. Giving all this information, 
carbon nanotube buckypapers have been considered as an 
option to CNT agglomeration issue, resulting in composites 
with up to 60 wt.% of nanofiller. Ultrasonication with the 
assistance of a dispersant followed by vacuum filtration are 
the most popular techniques employed to manufacture carbon 
nanotube buckypapers, which is proved to be an effective 
way to obtain homogeneous nanotube sheets.

The impregnation between the polymer matrix and 
buckypaper plays a keyhole during the processing of BP/polymer 
composites. Good impregnation leads to an improvement 
in the interfacial adhesion of the composite, resulting in the 
upgraded mechanical properties. With regard to electrical 
and thermal properties, BP-based composites show important 
and significant results. The high electrical conductivity of the 
material (around 2000 S/m) is several orders of magnitude 
higher than the conventional CNT composites, giving them 
many engineering applications such as electromagnetic 
interference shielding materials that require conductivities 
above 10-1 S/cm. Also, the incorporation of buckypapers can 
improve dramatically the thermal stability of the polymer 
matrix, resulting in better flame-retardant properties.
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